Ultimate Protection.
Complete Peace of Mind.

As a wholly owned subsidiary of NetJets, QS Security
Services LLC will work seamlessly with our global
network of closely vetted partners to provide a
customized range of services that meet the unique
security requirements of NetJets’ high-profile travelers.

What We Offer

Why QS Security Services

Executive Protection Services

Because of our in-house expertise, we have the ability to leverage an
extensive network of highly skilled security professionals with decades
of unmatched security expertise gained from federal, state, and local law
enforcement, as well as the U.S. military. Closely vetted security partners
will provide security services such as secure ground transportation,
close-protection agents, and medically trained personnel—all according
to the high standards of QS Security Services™.
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Security drivers and vehicles for ground transportation
Close-protection agents (armed)
Executive protection leader
Security coordinator
Travel security briefs: threat, risk, and vulnerability
assessments for countries, regions, cities, hotels,
venues, etc.
24/7/365 Global Security Operations Center (GSOC)
Traveler-tracking and emergency-response capabilities
Armored vehicles

An armed security officer (ASO) program for KDCA flights is
also available.

Current Primary Area of Focus
Because of the travel volume by NetJets and the current threat
environment of Mexico and Paris, QS Security Services will be offered
as a premium service to NetJets Owners traveling to these areas.
Each location will have a recommended minimum-security option
that corresponds to the current threat level established by the U.S.
Department of State. All security solutions are customizable to fit your
specific travel needs.

For more information, please contact your NetJets Sales or Owner Services Teams.

info@qssecurity.com
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